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Thanksgiving is the beginning of the holiday season and a time to be
thankful for the many things that bring joy to our lives. It is also a
time to remember special moments with our loved ones and to
dream of the future. Let's keep all those less fortunate in our hearts
and prayers. The staff at SMCP is grateful for the wonderful
students and families that we have come to know and love
throughout the years.

Mommy And Me Jubilee
Kathy Wright, Facilitator
Mommy and Me will resume on Wednesday, December 10 for its
winter session. If you or you know someone who is interested,
please contact Kathy Wright at preschool@stmarysintuxedo.org.

Preschool Two Day Program
Sharlene Pizza, Head Teacher
When we think of November, we think of all our blessings; our 2
year old class is definitely one of them! We have so much to be
thankful for. It is a time to remember the joy of Thanksgiving that
brings family and friends together.

This month was busy to say the least! We started our month in
review mode! So far, we have learned about the sounds and
pictures associated with letters A through G which went right into
our 'F'ishie Song and Grandparents Day! The colors were
appropriately orange and brown bringing our color palate learned so
far, red, yellow, orange and brown! We introduced the three- sided
Triangle this month who is now keeping company with the Circle
and Square!

Reverend Betty kept our children busy this month teaching our
children the song, "God is So Good!" They love this song and
enjoyed the hand movements that went along with it. Also if you
haven't visited St. Mary's Community Preschool Facebook page,
please do so. We keep our page up to date with pictures and videos
thanks to Ms. Michele!

Thank you, parents, for keeping a supply of fresh fruits and
vegetables on our snack table all month. Talk about bounty and
harvest, we are blessed!

November ended with our Grand Event to celebrate our
grandparents! It was wonderful seeing the proud grandparents in
the Chapel that morning watching their grandchildren sing. It was a
fun morning, and the brunch supplied with the help of the parents
was delicious!

Sharlene Pizza, Head Teacher

Michele Kayser, Assistant Teacher

Preschool Three Day Program
Amanda Rabolli, Head Teacher
"Get Set For School" Curriculum
We are thankful for our mommies and daddies, brothers and sisters
and toys! The students shared what they are thankful for, and we
created a Thankful Turkey which is displayed outside our
classroom.
The students were introduced to the letters F, G and H and their
sounds this month. We practiced tracing the letters F, H, T, I and U
during Readiness and Writing. The students have really come to
enjoy writing and coloring in their My First School Book. We work
in small groups to ensure the students are learning how to form their
letters correctly.
During Math this month, we focused on counting and comparing
sets using fun objects such as beads and dinosaurs. We moved on to
practice number recognition by showing a number and then
clapping it out. We practiced forming the numbers 1 and 2 using
the Wet, Dry, Try method on chalkboards.
We have learned the parts of a book and focused on letter case
matches (capital and lowercase letters that look the same). We then
tested our knowledge of lowercase letters by practicing matching
capital and lowercase letters that do not look the same.
We had fun creating our E egg worksheet, F finger paint worksheet
and G gold glitter worksheet. We created crafts corresponding to
our letter of the week: F is for frog, G is for goat and H is for
House.
We made Squawker puppets to take home to show Mom and Dad
who help us learn new vocabulary words each day. We finished up
our Animal unit and began our Celebration unit.

The children were so happy to sing and dance for their
Grandparents
during our Grand Event. Thank you to everyone who helped to
make this a great day.
December is sure to be a busy month of learning and fun!
Amanda Rabolli, Head Teacher
Michele Kayser, Teacher Assistant

Preschool Five Day Program
Ida Payne, Head Teacher
"Get Set For School" Curriculum
Thanksgiving was the start of the holiday season. It is a time to give
thanks. We are thankful for God's love and protection and the
special moments that bring families together. We pray that God will
comfort and protect those who are less fortunate.
We are thankful for our Grandparents and celebrated with a "Grand
Event" that warmed their hearts. The staff at SMCP would like to
thank all the parents who donated the delicious food and their time
to make this day so special.
We are also grateful for the opportunity to learn:

Word Time: Squawker has been delivering words from the Work
category to help build our vocabulary. The students learned the
correct pronunciation, spelling and meaning of those words.
Math: We extended our lessons in Number & Operations learning
simple subtraction by taking away objects from a set to find out
how many are left by counting. The students learned how to share a
set of objects evenly with two or three classmates, and discovered
how to divide one whole object into two equal parts. We
introduced them to Geometry, the study of shapes and space using
our 4 Squares More Squares pattern boards and pieces. The
students completed their I Know My Numbers - #3 booklets.

Language and Literacy: Phonological Awareness - The children
learned to break words into two parts: Onset (what comes before
the vowel) and Rime (anything that follows). The students learned
to identify beginning letter sounds and how to group words into
word families; words that have the same ending sound (dog, log,
frog) using their Picture Tiles.
Writing: We started the month by reviewing our Frog Jump Capital
Letters (F, E, D, P, B, R, N, M). Then, the students started
practicing their Starting Corner Capitals (H, K, L and U) using their
Wood Pieces, Wet Dry Try method and their Letters and Numbers
for Me books.
Wednesdays are special because the students look forward to
visiting Reverend Betty for a story, song, and prayers in the Chapel.

Ida Payne, Head Teacher
Cynthia Dinan, Teacher Assistant

Calendar Of Events

December 2: Field Trip to the Tuxedo
Library.
December 12: Have fun making
gingerbread houses.
December 19: Caroling at the Promenade
Senior Living
December 22- January 2: School Closed
St.Mary's Community Preschool offers a variety of early childhood
academic programs:

Mommy & Me Jubilee
Preschool 2-day
Preschool 3-day
Preschool 5-day
Community Social Enrichment

For more information please contact Ida Payne /Head of School
at ipayne@stmarysintuxedo.org or you may call the school at 845351-2389.
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